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Do outro lado do espelho (Lylac ambient reworks)
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CD & Digital Download
Dreamy, magnificent, cinematic reinterpretations lovingly crafted by a
host of talented ambient and microsound artists.
May 24th 2010

The Artist
:papercutz is about adventurous pop music. Pursuing a balance between acoustic and
electronic sounds on instrumental and vocal tracks, Bruno Miguel's young band has
resulted from his love of live instrumentation, organic electronics, dream like melodies,
pop vocals and cinematic piano ambiences.

The Album
"'Do outro lado do espelho (Lylac ambient reworks)' marks the end of a chapter for :papercutz
and simultaneously opens a door for a new one. I've grown found of the ambient genre
over the years (much because of my love for movie soundtracks) and it started to risen
when working on Lylac's textural ambiences. Although it's tucked underneath the album's
song structure, I only really truly realized what was there when playing the songs live and
when the first :papercutz remixes came out, what the artists saw in the music besides the
actual pop song. This dreamy, ethereal, cinematic aspect of :papercutz's music is
something I'm keen to pursue on my next original works but I believe it has blossomed on
this album by the hand of some very talented artist whose work I deeply respect. Do outro
lado do espelho (transl: From the other side of the looking glass) means that this is their vision
of the album's songs in their particular artistic world...an ambitious project indeed. So as
all of the work that spun from the first day I started writing Lylac ends with this release
and a new process follows, I couldn't hope for a better start" - Bruno Miguel | :papercutz
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